
 

Needle Inserters  

            Auto-1- Single Needle Inserter-(Hand Needles Only)  

Premium - Single Needle Inserter - (Hand Needles Only) 
 

1. Plunger Head-Retains Spring 
2. Shock Absorbing Spring  
3. Needle retention magnet   
4. Needle pickup magnet   
5. High friction lifting washer 
6. Non-stick, stainless drop shaft 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    Return to Home Page      Return to Order Page  

3-5/8th x 1/4 dia.  

Gravity Drop  
 Invert the inserter 
 Drop needle in handle first 

      (# 3 magnet holds needle)  
 Hold inserter between    

thumb & middle fingers.  
 Raise the plunger with the  

       index finger on washer  
 Release the plunger so it 

drops by  it’s own weight.  
 Lift inserter straight up off  

      the  needle vertically 
 
 

Note: This will give a rapid, painless insertion. 
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1. Insertion spring trigger 
2. Body 
3. Holding magnet 
4. Adjustable Retainer 
5. Depth Adjustment  
6. Replaceable Plastic                                          

Needle Guide Tip 

Extra Magnet Tips 

 Invert the inserter 
 Drop a needle handle first into      

the tip  
 Internal magnet holds the needle  
 Position the inserter tip on the                

desired location 
 Press down gently on the  
     insertion trigger  
 Spring loaded plunger instantly   

inserts the needle  

        Spring Loaded 



 

Auto-35 Multi Needle Inserter-(Hand Needles only)  

 
 
                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre Loaded Cartridge-Hand Needles Only  
 
35 Stainless steel needles- sterilized-(gamma ray)   

 
Unused needles in cartridge remain sterile 
 

Ideal for: 
 Hand  
 Ear  
 Face  
 Shallow body pts. 

 
Replaceable Transparent Tips  

 
 Prevent contamination  
     between patients 
 Visual confirmation that                             

a Needle is in the tip                                 
ready for insertion  

 Easy snap-on & off 
 Clean with alcohol 
 Accurate needle guide 

 

 Quick & Convenient Inserter         
 

 Adjustable insertion depth  
 Single press spring loaded trigger  
    for fast insertion 
 Light weight , chrome plated            

plastic outer body  
 Durable metal inner                            

triggering mechanism 

6.5” x 1 “ dia 



 

 

35 Needle cartridge 
and insertion guide 
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Change with each client to prevent      
contamination between clients 

See the needle ready for insertion 
Narrow tip guide for accurate insertion 
Cleanable with alcohol  

Auto 35 Inserter Diagram 
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1. Hold the inserter vertically  
    on the acupoint  

2. Drop the needle  
   by depressing the Release  
  Trigger (#2) to rotate the cartridge  

3. Look into the transparent tip (#3)   
to make sure the needle has dropped  
into position.  

 Gently tap the side of the in-
serter body with your finger  

 
 If no needle drops, remove  

the cartridge to insure that a 
needle did not jam part way 
 out of the cartridge.  

 
 If a needle is stuck, remove  
    it with a  forceps.  
 
 Re-insert the cartridge.  

 
 If  the cleared cartridge still 

does not work, replace it. 

4. To Insert needle. slowly press the Needle Release Trigger (#4). 

5. Quickly lift the inserter vertically…...sideways removal will  
     pull the needle out of the hand. 
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            Auto-35 Instructions 

If Needle Has Not Dropped: 

After the needle is in the tip 
slant to sedate or tonify   

 
Loosen – grasp A & B           

between thumb & forefinger  
Simultaneously twist  

A- Hammer- CCW 
B- Lock Nut- CW 

Shallow   A-clockwise 
Deep   A – counter clockwise 
Re-tighten - A & B  

    Depth Adjustment  

A B 

C—Lock washer 

Tonify and Sedate  
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To insert cartridge, align the          
protrusion on the cartridge side     
with the keyway slot in the           
lower body 

Keyway slot 


